
IMPORTANT 
Thank you for purchasing the P108 pasta machine from JB Prince. In addition to carefully reading your 

instruction manual it is important that you understand the following before operating the P108 Electric 

pasta machine. 

Make sure you do not over load the machine. We strongly recommend working with a manageable 

piece of dough. Always start at the largest thickness setting; working your way down to the lowest 

setting while making pasta sheets. This will insure your finished product is kneaded properly and help 

keep your machine running efficiently.  

If you do not follow these simple instructions your machine may have issues. The gears or belts in the 

P108 pasta machine are designed with a failsafe feature to protect and extend the life of the units’ 

motor. If the unit is overloaded the gears or belts will break. This may sound strange, but this is a good 

thing. If the gears or belts did not fail there is a strong possibility of damaging the machine’s motor.  

Motors on the P108 pasta machine currently cost over $500.00 plus labor charges to replace. A gear or 

belt repair is much simpler and typically cost under $50.00. This failsafe is in place to insure repairs are 

simple and at minimal cost to you. 

Please do not tamper in any way with the safety devices by inserting any object such as knives, 

toothpicks or any utensil that holds the micro/safety switch down and permits the machine to work 

without the use of the wooden roller.  

If an issue does arise please remember the unit carries a 6 month commercial warranty from the date of 

purchase. Do not attempt to fix the machine yourself. This will nullify your warranty and may 

complicate the repair process. If you have an issue with your unit during or beyond the warranty period 

please contact our customer service department at 800.473.0577. They will do their best to lend you 

their expert advice and get you up and running as soon as we can.  


